
 

 

 

 
 

Market Update – January 2018  

Market Corrections Can Be Healthy, But Not Always Pleasant When They Happen In A Few Days 
 

 It’s difficult to write about January, when markets have turned from calm to chaotic in just a 

few trading sessions to start February – more than wiping out last month’s gains. More on this 

below, but first a quick recap of January...       

 Global equities (as defined by the MSCI ACWI Index) entered “melt-up” mode in January, 

posting big gains of +5.7%. US stocks outperformed International Developed stocks in January, 

despite weakness in the US Dollar (which provided a healthy tailwind to unhedged foreign 

stocks/indices). Emerging Markets, which led the market in December and all of 2017, was 

again the standout performer, up over +8% in January1.    

 From a style perspective, growth-oriented sectors/companies bounced back sharply and led 

the charge. The Technology-heavy Nasdaq Index, for example, was up nearly +9% in January, 

bringing the trailing 12-months return to over +37%1. Defensive and yield-oriented areas of the 

market (Consumer Staples, Utilities, and REITs) were the laggards on the month. From a market 

capitalization perspective, US Small Caps failed to keep pace with the broader market’s more 

significant advance. 

 While stocks tend to get most of the attention in market updates, bonds (and interest rates, 

more specifically) have received increasing attention in recent weeks, and for good reason!  

Strong economic data, upbeat earnings results and forecasts, some hints of inflation and wage 

pressures, and less central bank easing finally pushed rates higher. The 10-year treasury yield 

jumped from 2.40% to 2.72% at month-end (and has risen further in February), leading to losses 

for traditional bond funds and indices1.  

 The Bloomberg Barclays Aggregate Bond Index, the most common benchmark for traditional 

bond funds, was down -1.2% on the month. While we certainly wouldn’t label this a disaster, it is 

notable when the benchmark yield is just ~2.5%1. This is precisely why we have been steadfast 

in our belief that the risk/return outlook for traditional fixed income is unattractive, and have 

sought to diversify portfolios with “non-traditional” strategies that generally have less interest 

rate exposure.     

 As of February 2nd, 50% of the companies in the S&P 500 Index have reported earnings.  Broadly 

speaking, results have been strong with 75% of companies beating earnings estimates and 80% 

beating revenue estimates, according to Factset’s Earnings Insight2. Because revenues are 

harder to manipulate, this is notable, in our view. If this sticks, it will be the highest percentage 

since Factset started tracking this metric in Q3 2008. Additionally, we have experienced a 

record-high increase in earnings estimates to date for the quarter ending March 31, 2018. Over 

the past five years, earning estimates typically decline by over -2% during the first month of a 

quarter. For the first quarter, however, earnings estimates have risen by nearly 5%, which now 

represents year-over-year growth of nearly +17%.         

                                                 
1 Market and index data throughout the Market Update is sourced from Morningstar; www.morningstar.com; 

accessed 2/5/2018. 
2 “Earnings Insight”, Factset; 

https://insight.factset.com/hubfs/Resources%20Section/Research%20Desk/Earnings%20Insight/EarningsInsight_020

218.pdf; accessed 2/5/2018 

http://www.morningstar.com/
https://insight.factset.com/hubfs/Resources%20Section/Research%20Desk/Earnings%20Insight/EarningsInsight_020218.pdf
https://insight.factset.com/hubfs/Resources%20Section/Research%20Desk/Earnings%20Insight/EarningsInsight_020218.pdf


 

 

Market Environment & Portfolio Positioning: 

In a matter of days, the mood on Wall Street has changed dramatically. Or, at the very least, stock 

performance has changed dramatically. After a strong and remarkably calm January, stocks have 

plunged in the first week of February, dragging most benchmarks into negative territory for the year.  

Specifically, the S&P 500 Index and Dow Jones Industrial Average Index are down -7.3% and -7.9%, 

respectively in the past week (through February 5th), leading to year-to-date returns of -1.1% and            

-1.5%3. International markets have faced similar declines. While many expected some market volatility 

at some point, the pace of the decline has been rather eye-popping.  

So what changed and what caused this?  As is often the case with these types of moves, there isn’t 

one single thing that changed in a matter of days. We believe it is the result of a confluence of factors. 

First and foremost, we have been living in a “Goldilocks environment” as it relates to stocks, driven by 

solid economic growth, supportive polices from Central banks around the globe, low interest rates, 

and low levels of inflation. In recent weeks, there have been some hints of inflation and rates have 

risen, rather sharply (as discussed above). Ultimately, both factors could have longer term implications 

for company margins and stock valuations, at a minimum. Next, investor sentiment (and expectations) 

was overwhelmingly positive coming into February. See our December market update for additional 

details on this – we outlined several factors suggesting we were teetering on euphoric levels and 

“FOMO” (Fear of Missing Out) was alive and well. Lastly, we have been worried about the lack of 

volatility and “market structure”/ trading dynamics. As we wrote in our last month’s market update: 

In addition to bullish sentiment and rich equity valuations (especially in the US), there has not been 

much at all in the way of equity market volatility. This is not normal. In fact, the S&P 500 Index set a 

record in the fourth quarter for the longest streak, now well over a year, without a -3% pullback. 

Additionally, we are now just days away from breaking the longest streak without a -5% pullback4. 

Since 1980, the average intra-year market decline on the S&P 500 Index has been nearly -14%, 

according to an analysis from JPMorgan. While it’s easy to forget since the market bounced back 

rather quickly, we did experience double-digit market declines in both 2015 and 2016. We have 

written about this in the past, but remain cognizant that equity trading is increasingly dominated by 

passive funds, ETFs, quantitative strategies and algorithmic trading models (computers). Most pay little 

attention to fundamentals and valuation, and are programmed to step aside once various drawdown 

thresholds are triggered. Because volatility has been low, these strategies have continued to “buy the 

dip”, but we suspect at some point many will back away in unison. Fundamentals will win out in the 

end, but this dynamic could exasperate near-term market declines and lead to volatility many are not 

expecting.   

After such a long, calm run-up in equity markets, it seems plausible to see continued volatility in the 

days ahead and a correction that could last more than a few days, approaching something similar to 

historic norms.  We realize this would be painful to portfolios – at least in the near-term – but we remain 

confident in our diversified asset allocation and current positioning, and do not yet see signs of an 

impending recession (which is the usual trigger for a more meaningful and prolonged market decline). 

As such, we do not recommend making drastic portfolio changes at this point. We’ll reiterate one 

more passage from last month’s update related to positioning, which still holds true today: 

The economic backdrop across the globe remains encouraging, and has even accelerated in recent 

months. Manufacturing and service data continues to strengthen around the world, unemployment is 

near all-time lows (at least in the US), wage pressure and inflation both remain modest, consumer and 

                                                 
3
 Market and index data throughout the Market Update is sourced from Morningstar; www.morningstar.com; 

accessed 2/5/2018 
4 Source: Bespoke Investment Group “The Teflon Market”, Seeking Alpha; 

https://seekingalpha.com/article/4129616-teflon-market.   

http://www.morningstar.com/
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4129616-teflon-market


 

 

business confidence is robust, earnings growth remains strong, and tax reform should provide at least a 

temporary boost to economic growth and corporate earnings.   

Because of this, we do not think it is time to abandon our longer term strategic asset allocation targets 

and hide in a bunker just yet. But, we do think the current environment calls for a more defensive 

posture, and have positioned portfolios accordingly in recent months. This has led us to tilt towards 

value and quality, in addition to favoring what we believe are top-tier (though often under the radar) 

institutional managers that run concentrated portfolios and are not afraid to deviate from their 

benchmark and/or what the masses are doing. In addition, we recently implemented a long/short 

equity manager that can take full advantage of the short side (which it is currently doing given its view 

on company-specific valuations and fundamentals). These managers, like us, try to avoid the FOMO 

mindset. From a geographic perspective, we continue to believe that valuations outside the US are 

more attractive, and continue to have meaningful exposure to both International and Emerging 

Markets.        

If stocks continue to slide (or plummet) in the days/weeks ahead, we would likely tilt towards a more 

offensive posture if we approach an intra-year decline near historical norms, all else being equal. 

While this would likely not be the “comfortable” decision, it is usually prudent and can often be 

profitable. As Warren Buffett says, “be fearful when others are greedy, and greedy when others are 

fearful”.        

We are fully aware that heightened market volatility can be unsettling, and take very seriously our role 

as a trusted advisor. Especially in the midst of chaos in the markets, please don’t hesitate to shoot us 

an email or give us a call if you have any questions, comments, or concerns.        

Best regards, 

 

Ryan Financial Group 

 

 

 

 

It is not possible to invest directly in any index. The performance of an unmanaged index is not indicative of the 

performance of any particular investment. The performance of an index assumes no transaction costs, taxes, 

management fees, or other expenses. Past performance does not guarantee future results.  

This information is an assessment of the market environment at a particular point in time and is not intended to be 

a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future results. This information should not be construed as research or 

investment advice or as a solicitation to buy or sell any securities. Statements regarding future prospects may not 

be realized and may differ materially from actual events or results. Past performance does not guarantee future 

results. Any opinions are those of Ryan Financial Group and are not necessarily those of Lincoln Financial Advisors.  

Expressions of opinion are as of this date and are subject to change without notice.   

Lincoln Financial Advisors Corp. and its representatives do not provide legal or tax advice. You may want to 

consult a legal or tax advisor regarding any legal or tax information as it relates to your personal circumstances.   

Registered associates of Ryan Financial Group are registered representatives of Lincoln Financial Advisors Corp. 

Securities and investment advisory services offered through Lincoln Financial Advisors Corp., a broker/dealer 

(member SIPC) and registered investment advisor. Insurance offered through Lincoln affiliates and other fine 

companies. Ryan Financial Group is not an affiliate of Lincoln Financial Advisors Corp.  CRN-2018472-020618 


